Syllabus

Instructor    Patrick H. Diamond
              Email: diamondph@gmail.com and pdiamond@ucsd.edu
              Phone: (858) 534-4025
              Office hours: contact Instructor
              On the web: Fusion and Astrophysical Plasma Physics Group at
              UC San Diego

Class Schedule    Lectures: M W 6:30-7:50 pm Pacific Time (PDT), remote/online

              Discussions: To be arranged.

              Lecture notes and supplementary materials available online on
              Canvas and Physics Department course site.

Grades    30% Participation
          30% Note Section Write-Up
          40% Paper

N.B.: 1) The project can be related to your own research work. Some serious effort to put this in the perspective of the course is expected, however. Original work and/or investigations of new directions are encouraged.

2) Instructor is available for suggestions re: project.